
MODERN TECHNIQUE FOR THE ESTIMATION OF 
COOLING WATER DISPERSING AGENTS 

conceptual                                                                                                                                   

The avoidance of mineral scales & mud presents a most important confront for industrial 

water systems organization, cooling towers, all through a extensive range of industrial 

processes. as well threshold-active substances (stability stabilize agents), that inhibit the 

configuration of mysterious precipitate such as calcium carbonate from over-saturated 

solutions, dispersing agents are extensively practical in order to avoid settling of non-

dissolved matter within water bearing systems. while several consistent technique are 

available to illustrate the effectiveness of hardness stabilize agents, there is a clear demand 

for a simple & fa screening technique to quantify the effectiveness of dis State of the art 

technique are oriented mainly towards the conditions of dispersions containing high 

amounts of solids, up to 50 % in paints, & do not provide any useful in sequence within the 

attentiveness variety of on the edge matter in cooling systems, which is 2 to 3 orders of 

magnitude smaller, by and large below 99 % mg/l. Therefore, a new lab technique has 

been residential measuring distribution of light in independence of time in mold suspensions 

containing dissimilar amounts of dispersing agents, that are realistic estimate of the 

convenient environment of cooling systems. By application of an optimized postponement 

preparation & installing a robot for fully automatic measuring an exceptional reproducibility 

& repeatability was achieved. The considered data are further evaluated by linearization 

assume a first order kinetic of the sedimentation process. After normalize the slopes of the 

degeneration lines to the blind value the virtual dispersing effectiveness is achieved, that 

enables the direct assessment of the effectiveness of dispersant agents. 
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The just now urbanized screening technique provides a fast & consistent tool for relative

evaluation of dispersing agents. This is established by data derivative for dispersing agents 

of diverse chemistry & singular floating solids. The consequences show a clear ranking of

the tested dispersing agents, that is, however, also depending on the suspended matter.

This enables the improvement of new chemical formulations & the custom-made alteration of 

treatment programs to the consumer honestly translating into mutual benefits range from faster

reaction times to optimized commercial solutions for a extensive range of dispersing tasks. 

Beginning                                                 

Industrial cooling systems, principally open recirculation cooling systems, play an important

responsibility for the resourceful procedure of plants within approximately all kinds of industries,

power plants, steel mills or even food processing plants. However, cooling system organization 

has to deal with frequent technological problems associated to the custom of water: scale

development, corrosion & microbiological development. A poor cooling  system operation can 

have a severe contact on equipped cost & ecological burden as well as on the workers’ & 

public health. As a importance numerous course of action have been issued to illustrate the a

dvocate observe of cooling system operations                                                                                     

For illustration the condenser of a main cooling system of a power plant is measured. Clean 

surfaces of the condenser tubes are critical for best possible heat transfer enabling maximum energy 

manufacture. If scale formation occurs, cooling effectiveness & finally energy manufacture is

 condensed. A decrease of the high temperature disparity of only 1 °C between the water inlet & outlet in 

the main condenser leads to an effectiveness loss of approximately 3.5, which correspond to an efficient

 loss of 2,500 /day in case of a 1,000 MW plant. additionally, the accretion of mud in the cooling 

systems considerably nepotism microbiological expansion & thus extensively increases the risk of the 

occasion of pathogenic species like legion Ella or amoebae                                                                          
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An imperative counter evaluate is the submission of a cooling water treatment, the measure of chemical 

additives to the cooling water. Anti-scalants used at low concentration effectively avoid the configuration of 

deposits & thus characterize state of the art cooling water treatment. The mode of action of anti-scalants consists 

of two different mechanisms,  that are defined in this paper as ‘hardness stabilization’ and ‘dispersing’. fortunately, 

these terms are used within the literature in an ambiguous manner                                                                                   

Hardness stabilization prevents the precipitation of insoluble salts from super-saturated solutions. The appearance 

of water in cooling towers leads to an upgrading of the dissolved salts in the cooling water. As a significance the 

solubility product of salts can be exceed &, therefore, precipitation of these salts will occur. If hardness stabilizers 

are used the precipitation can be completely inhibited, even if the solubility products are surpassed many times. 

The effectiveness limits of hardness stabilizers are depending on their chemical structure, the precipitate – 

calcium carbonate is by far the most important - and operational conditions                                                                      

Dispersing agents avoid the settling of unsolvable compounds in the system. The suspended material is kept in 

the fluid phase & thus is impassive from the system by the normal blow-down. mysterious matter is integrated into 

cooling systems with the make-up water -often untreated surface waters used for this purpose-, by the air-

washing effect of the cooling tower and finally by precipitation of salts                                                                              

As a importance, a current treatment program with anti-scalants should involve both hardness-stabilising & 

dispersing agents. even though the phenomenon are to some extent related to another, they should be consider 

individually in order to familiarize yourself optimally the program to the specific difficulty of the personality cooling 

system. In order to increase made to order treatment programs the supplier has to estimate additives & 

programs concerning their effectiveness. Therefore, diverse test technique is used in order to suggest the 

conditions of a cooling system under matter-of-fact oriented environment, that differ significantly from the level of 

essential effort & articulacy of the results. Whereas on the one hand side screening technique are slanting 

towards high through-put and thus are imperfect, on the other hand side compound pilot plant studies closely 

simulate the conditions                                                                                                                                                          
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of a particular cooling system. The first kind of test is functional to illustrate 
additives under illegal conditions enabling a absolute evaluation, the concluding 
ones are used for a wide-ranging estimate of management programs. Whereas 
the describe of Lab plant cooling systems are well described as well as numerous 
transmission technique have been conventional for the estimate of hardness 
stabilization, there is a lack of a appropriate showing technique for the estimate 
of dispersing agents under cooling water conditions. This paper presents a newly 
industrial test technique for a express & consistent resolve of the relative 
dispersing effectiveness of dispersing agents. It is based on spectroscopic 
analysis of low-solid dispersions in confidence of time. The basic approach 
reported in has been further                                                                                       ..
developed & optimized                                                                                              .. 
investigational                                                                                                              ..
common consideration:                                                                                                ..
A screening technique has to make available reproducible results with 
evenhanded precision under controlled test conditions that reveal a rational worst 
case development of the practical conditions. additionally, a test technique has 
to be able to run numerous tests in equivalent & the test duration should be 
imperfect best to a working day,7 hours. definitely, the level of sophistication 
should be incomplete to make sure that unusual people are able to do it. 
Taking into concern these anxiety, it can be noticed that the mainstream of 
screening technique are far from being appropriate for the circumstances in 
cooling water. State of the art technique often are oriented to the limestone or 
paint commerce & thus are in commission at a level of floating matter, that is in 
the attentiveness range of percent of g/l. However, in cooling systems the 
concentration of suspended solids is generally below 50 mg/l (3-4 orders of 
magnitude lower), so that different mechanisms will be dominant for the 
dispersing effect.                                                                                                           
Although the concentration of suspended matter in cooling systems is low, an 
efficient dispersing agent is necessary in order to keep the systems clean (which is 
a with a level of 18 mg/l of                                                                                             
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suspended issue is measured. If 45 % of the floating material settles contained 
by the system, the annual amount of remains accumulated in the system sums 
up to 76 to, assuming 8600 hours of company. Those technique using 
evenhanded amounts of floating solids show a significant lack of 
reproducibility. They usually evaluate the extermination or light spreading after a 
definite interlude of time, which is according to our investigation question to a 
i n s i g n i f i c a n t  e r r o r .  S p e c t r o s c o p i c  t r a n s m i s s i o n  t e c h n i q u e :  
balanced affair: The variety of the floating matter worn for the investigation 
appeared to be critical for the success of the development. As the floating 
matter shouldn’t react with the water during the interlude of the test, some kind 
of equipment couldn’t be used, even though they play an imperative role in 
cooling systems. Calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate as well as silicate have a 
solubility, that varies significantly with ph & temperature. These limitation 
couldn’t be controlled with the necessary exactness in a reasonable way. 
Experiments with kaolin showed imperfect reproducibility. Iron oxide represents 
the corrosion products & is commercially accessible in a consistent form. even 
though silicon nitride is less polar than silicon oxide, the sedimentation behavior 
should be similar. additionally, it is totally inert in water. Therefore, it was chosen 
as a customary matter                                                                                               
Sample preparation: 7 beakers containing a amorphous suspension are 
organized by weighting the exact amount of solid 20 mg iron oxide resp. 40 
mg silicon nitride) into a small beaker (20 ml). After accumulation of water the 
samples are treated with ultrasonic to ensure the complete configuration of 
most important particles. This scattering is transferred into the measuring beaker 
(900 ml) & filled up to 400 ml with defined test water. This deferment is again 
treated with ultrasonic and transferred into the unusual measuring unit. The pH 
of the suspension is adjusted to 7.5 ± 0.2 by addition of concentrate sulfuric 
acid respectively potassium hydroxide. The dispersing agent is added to the 
suspension and the suspension is heated up to 37 °C in a thermo-stated water 
bath while stirring under high rotation speed (225 rpm)                                           
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Compound
 Concentration 

[mg/l] 
Concentration 
[ppm CaCO3] 

Magnesium 

Calcium 

Sulfate 

Chloride 

Bicarbonate 

pH 

Suspended iron oxide 

0.7 

0 0 

1.7

 3.1

 3.4 

7.5*

 50 

50

210

*pH without unit masterpiece of iron oxide postponement for spectroscopic selection technique dimension: 

Prior to the start of the dimension the stirring speed is reduced to 25 rpm. The extermination is considered

 with a conservative spectrophotometer meter at a preset wavelength (? = 510 nm) using a fiber-optic probe.

 The measuring is approved out by a routine robot-supported unit urbanized particularly for this relevance.

 The spectrophotometer prod is mounted on a horizontally slanting automaton arm, that is connected to a 

horizontally oriented one. Due to the x-y-robot the investigate can be intended for towards predefined positions.

 It consecutively procedures the extermination in the beakers at a fixed filling height. The explore is manually

 cleaned after each dimension. commonly, the intermission between two measuring series is 09 minutes. 

The organize of the robot & the data accretion is carried out by an internal interface associated to a computer. 

The control software evaluates the gained data preliminarily. The raw data can be exported in a standard 

format and thus are available for further data processing. classically, the dimension interlude is app 5 hours. 
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Picture of the computerized unit for measuring the qualified dispersing effectiveness of additives. 1) 

plastic water basin; 2) thermostat; 3) probe cleaning; 4) spectrophotometer; 5) fiber-optic 

probe; 6) stirrer; 7) robot arms; 8) beakers. The interface and the computer are not shown. 

Data estimate: The raw data are involuntarily corrected by the  extermination considered after the 

cleaning method. Thus, curves  of the extermination in confidence of time are obtained. A representative 

consequence for iron oxide suspension & varying concentrations of a copolymer as dispersing agent. 

It is evident that the extinction at the beginning of the measuring period is submitted  to considerable

deviation although theoretically it should be the same. This can be explained that the sedimentation process 

already starts during the sample grounding phase. A decrease of the preparation time, however, 

considerably reduced the reproducibility of the dimension                                                                                  . .
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exterminat ion  in  independence  of  t ime for  i ron  oxide  suspens ion  

& attentiveness of dispersing agent. T = 37 °C. Conc. of iron oxide = 60 mg/l. 

In order to eradicate the manipulate of any dissimilarity in the preliminary extermination

 the data are additional processed by estimate with a first order kinetic law. 

Thereby, the attentiveness incline over time of the postponement at a certain height in

 the beaker can be written as:                                                                                              ..
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ct = co • exp(-a(t-t ))o

with the boundary condition t o = 0
ct = co • exp(-a• t )

is achieved. Assuming the validity of Lambert Beers law, an exponential decay 
of the extinction versus time is obtained: 

E(t) = E0 •·exp (-a’• t) 
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After linearization the following equation is achieved                                                                              ..
 ln(E(t)/E0) = - a’• t 
The comparative continuous a’ is a evaluate of the swiftness of sedimentation & it is autonomous 
of F0 the extermination at the start of the dimension. the Lab of the expected logarithm of 
the extermination opposed to time of the data from. It can be seen that the first order kinetic advance 
describe the performance of the system in agreeable comportment. The incline of the linear 
degeneration analysis is taken for additional data estimation. The lower the incline the enhanced 
is the effectiveness of the dispersing agent                                                                                                ..

Natural logarithm of the extinction in confidence of time for iron oxide suspension & attentiveness
of dispersing agent. T = 36 °C. Conc. of iron oxide = 60 mg/l. For evaluation of the effectiveness of
dissimilar dispersing agents the slopes are normalized against the suggestion value without
accumulation to establish the virtual Dispersing effectiveness [%]. The orientation value is definite
to be 0%. A RDE of 90 % would communicate to vertical line with a grade of zero. 
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calculated from the incline measured for this attentiveness slope(c) & the slope for the reference

value slope(c=0) according to RDE(c) = (1 - slope(c)/slope(c=0)) • 100%. The Lab of the against

dispersant agent attentiveness is a more dramatic mental picture of the dispersing agents effectiveness.

It is equivalent to the usual graphical demonstrate of hardness stabilization. consequences & 

conversation Reproducibility Systematic studies have been carried out to study the reproducibility of

the spectroscopic method. Within the same series the standard deviation of the slopes for the reference 

value was app. 2 % for iron oxide resp. app 4 % for silicon nitride. The standard deviation of the  

slopes between different series was app. 4 % for iron oxide resp. app 10 % for silicon nitride. 

These data show that the newly developed spectroscopic method provide results with satisfying

reproducibility. Comparison of dispersing agents The spectroscopic technique has been practical under 

consistent circumstances for various disperse agents. To conceal the aptitude of the technique to 

exemplify the effectiveness, the results of four disperse agents of different chemistry have been selected: 

• A standard phosphonate                                                                                                            

, which is known to be an excellent                                                                                                               

calcium carbonate hardness stabilizer                                                                                                            

• A multipurpose copolymer based on acrylic acid                                                                                           

• A polyaspartate, a biodegradable scale inhibitor with good hardness stabilization properties

 against calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate and barium sulfate.                                                                         

 • A block-polymer used as bio-dispersant.                                                                                                             

The results for the reproduction deferment with iron oxide,                                                                                     

the results with a deferment of silicon nitride. It can be                                                                                             

evidently seen that the co-polymer is the most                                                                                              

professional in both cases followed by the polyaspartate                                                                                               

The block-polymer & the phosphonate, however, show                                                                                                 

almost no (iron oxide) or only pitiable                                                                                      
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efficiency (silicon nitride). Very interesting is the behavior of the block-polymer, that
 shows a considerable dispersing efficiency at very 
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low concentration, that, however, remains established with increase attentiveness of the block-polymer. 

comparative disperse effectiveness of singular dispersing agents versus attentiveness of 

dispersing agent for iron oxide suspensions (50 mg/l)                                                                                   . .
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comparative Dispersing effectiveness of different dispersing agents versus attentiveness of dispersing

 agent for silicon nitride suspensions (90 mg/l). In order to recognize if there might be any association

 between the hardness stabilization & dispersing effectiveness of an additive, the data of hardness 

stabilization tests & biofilm removal tests have been analyzed. As an example the results of a standard

 screening technique for calcium carbonate stabilization. The test technique is describe in detail in. 
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Calcium Carbonate Stabilization of different hardness stabilization agents versus concentration

of the stabilization agent. a synopsis of the accessible data for the four dissimilar additives.

It is clearly evident that there is no considerable association between the unusual properties.

It can be additionally stated that there are additives with a extensive variety of applicability,

 whereas the phosphonate and the block-polymer show good presentation for a particular application only. 
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Additive Dispersing
efficiency

CaCO3
inhibition

CaSO4
inhibition inhibition

BaSO Biofilm
removal

4

Phosphonate None - poor

Excellent

Good

Copolymer

Polyaspartate

Block-
polymer

None - poor

Excellent

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

None None

None

None

None

NoneNot tested

None

Good

abstract of effectiveness organization for unusual additives for cooling water As a importance 

it is discretionary to differentiate water treatment agents very expansively. It is not achievable 

to terminate from one assets to any more one. consequently, a set of consistent test 

technique re essential. The recently residential spectroscopic tech ique provides a useful & 

consistent tool to derive quantitative data about the effectiveness of dispersing agents under 

particular conditions of cooling water systems                                                                          . .
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CONCLUSIONS                                                                                                                                           
The use of anti-scalants is a common tool to sustain the optimal effectiveness of critical parts of

cooling systems, such as condensers & heat hardness stabilizers but also dispersing agents.

customarily the was a lack of a screening technique to examine the dispersing effect of additives

under the specific conditions of cooling systems. The data had to be gained by extrapolation from

method operating with extremely high solid amounts or from methods with limited articulateness.

Therefore, an automatic spectroscopic test technique has been residential that overcomes these precincts.

The technique determines the extinction of a suspension in confidence of time and eliminate different

starting circumstances by a simple assessment process. For the                                                                

purpose of contrast the data can be displayed in an customary way. The technique 

distinguish itself by an excellent reproducibility. Application of the new technique to different 

additives showed a clear separation in the ranking of the dispersing efficiency. However, no 

significant correlation could be found between the rankings of the dispersing effectiveness 

& those concerning hardness stabilization or biofilm removal. For a comprehensive 

understanding of the applicability of an additive various methods have to be applied. The 

new spectroscopic technique provides a powerful tool to study the properties of dispersing 

agents for cooling water                                                                                                                   
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